
   Platforms that can change their height (in this 
case, platforms rise to heights of 0.22 0.44, 1-4 
meters.
   Platforms (able to change the height) are located 
next to the walls for the following reasons:

1. The lifting mechanism is more suitable to be 
located in the wall. And from a constructive, 
mechanical and technical point of view, this is the 
most rational solution.

2. on the central platforms will be located folding 
ladders, with the help of which, it will be possible 
to climb up.But,some central platforms can rise to 
a height of 0.22-9.44 m.

Description:

                                                 
   All sizes of ceilings (height, width, thickness) 
depend directly on architectural, constructive, 
planning decisions, customer desires and room 
functions

DIAGRAM 1
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DIAGRAM 2

 
Walls that are able to change their location, 
without applying physical effort to their 
movement. It is enough to press a few buttons 
on the remote control. As well, the walls 
(partitions) can be located at different 
heights, in accordance with the height of the 
platform (0.22 0.44, 1-4 meters - scheme 3)) 
There are also partitions made of soft glass.

Габариты: 
 All sizes of ceilings (height, width, thickness) 
depend directly on architectural, constructive, 
planning decisions, customer desires and 
room functions
  

Different. The choice of material for partitions 
depends directly on architectural, 
constructive, planning decisions, customer 
desires and room functions.

   The docking of the partition walls between 
them takes place using columns. ( 1, Diagram 
Diagram 3) .  In the walls there are groove for 
the columns.
  For soft glass and partitions, special 
fasteners are provided. 
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The joint of the 
septum 

metal rope

Dimensions of the quantities in 
the project.
a =1 m
b = 0,1m
h =4m
c= 5m

Description:

Dimensions of the quantities in the project.
h =4 m
h1= 1m

DIAGRAM 3

  Columns that are built on the principle of 
"umbrella." (Folding columns). Lifting 
p l a t f o r m s  a r e  p a r t l y  s u p p o r t e d  b y 
columns. Partitions / walls are connected 
using columns. ( Diagram 1,Diagram 2)

 All sizes of ceilings (height , width, 
t h i c k n e s s )  d e p e n d  d i r e c t l y  o n 
architectural, constructive, planning 
decisions, customer desires and room 
functions
 

Different. The choice of material for 
p a r t i t i o n s  d e p e n d s  d i r e c t l y  o n 
architectural, constructive, planning 
decisions, customer desires and room 
functions.

ACTUALITY  TENDENTION IN   STUDY,  WORK  &  RETLE  SPACE :

STUDY SPACE :

1.Tendency of transferring the emphasis from learning activities to 
the educational-cognitive, labor artistic and other activities of the 
student. This trend is justified by the fact that culture realizes its 
development function only if it encourages a person to productive 
activity. The more diverse and productive is the activity, the more 
effective is the mastery of culture.

The presence of open-ended study spaces for students, 
where students / schoolchildren could discuss the material 
they have gone through, talk or work independently. Learning 
spaces should provide space for creativity, collaboration and 
research.

Mobile, variable space, which will vary according to 
requirements. Space of this type will help reduce the number 
of rooms with a certain function. And also you can use one 
space for different purposes (conducting lectures, workshops, 
events, etc.)

2. Maximum use of space. It is important that the premises are not empty and have 
several functions.

Informatization of education is the installation of computers in an 
educational institution, connection to the Internet and the process of 
changing the content, methods, organizational forms of general education 
of schoolchildren at the stage of transition of the school to life in the 
information society. Informatization is caused by the need to use large 
amounts of information in all spheres of activity of educational institutions. 
Without the help of computer technologies and means of communication, it 
is difficult to form and process information.

4. The trend of distance learning The modern world is moving at a fast pace. The process of education today 
should be viewed as an ongoing process throughout the life of a person, 
and in no case should it be limited to a diploma received a few years ago. 
The way out of this situation is distance education.

WORK SPACE : RETLE SPACE :

STUDY, WORK & RETAIL SPACE : after 20 years.

b

Dimensions.

Description:

Dimensions.

Material:

Dimensions.

Material:

Docking:

"Windows" for different e
quipment (screens, lamps, etc.)

                                                 
   Technical equipment (lamps, televisions, 
screens, etc.) is moved by means of "windows" in 
the walls. The object enters the wall and rises to 
the required level inside.

1. The trend of Open-space.
Easiness of control over employees makes spaces of this type 
attractive for management.Simplicity of communication between 
employees, the creation of a friendly team, the creation of 
communication between employees
   Eye contact You always see how busy your colleagues or bosses are, 
and you can always choose the right moment to ask them or discuss 
current problems.

Minus these spaces:
   Noise. In a room in which a large number of people are concentrated, 
it is impossible to achieve silence. Employees find it difficult to work 
in an environment of increased noise
Domestic conflicts. Open or close the window. Turn the air conditioner 
on or off. Lack of personal space.

Solution:

  A space that will change according to the requirements of 
the workflow or the requirements of management or 
employees.
    You can arrange an office redevelopment at any time:
   Due to the fact that you can move, raise, lower or remove 
walls, floors, equipment, furniture (at the desired height to 
you)..

2. The trend of distance work or freelance:

 Due to the fact that many employers are looking for the opportunity to reduce the 
cost of office space, reducing the costs of business and the size of capital for these 
costs.
  Employees do not want to waste time on a trip to work. Employees prefer a flexible 
work schedule for a better balance of work and personal life.

These changes are directly related (caused) by the technological revolution: 
gaining momentum, modern technologies - the ability to transfer documents 
of any formats and sizes through the network, negotiate online, always be in 
touch.
  Reducing the area of   office spaces. Reduced staff.
Cons of this trend: the complexity of self-discipline: doing work on time, 
while being in the atmosphere of a "boiling" office stimulates the desire to 
work.
 
But office spaces, spaces for work, will never be obsolete, due to the need to 
monitor automated processes, the need for employees to interact.

1. Buying from anywhere in the world and delivering anywhere
The future of retail trade will be associated with holographic models of 
goods in showcases and drones. (delivery goods by drones)
This will not only allow us to effectively evaluate the stocks of products, 
but also will simplify the process of their delivery, raising the customer 
service to a completely different level.
When shopping, holographic 3D- projections will play a more significant 
role. The designs will allow customers to ask questions about the product 
using a special network user interface. Accordingly there is no need in the 
shopping areas.

2.The heyday of smart shops
These technologies are available today, which allows retailers to manage 
the impressions of customers in real time. For example: Smart-vending, 
intellectual shelves and other innovations.
A real breakthrough in the industry will be the emergence of 
"smartdressing room" that will remember all the clothes and allow the 
user to easily compare several options.For such stores will require a lot of 
mobile, changing space.

3."Offline" will not go anywhere. There will be stores that will sell things as 
they are now.

Nothing can replace the usual shopping for shopping. . "Online" purchases 
- for people who do not have free time.  Shopping is a holiday for some 
peopleThey enjoy trying on clothes, touching, look at this product.
Therefore, the usual stores will remain.
The actual space will be able to vary depending on the products sold. It 
will also be convenient if the space will still have extensive storage space 
and a trading hall.

   My inspiration was the mechanical puzzle game Rubik's Cube.
The player's task is to "collect the Rubik's Cube": turning the sides of 
the cube, return it to its original state, when each of the faces 
consists of squares of the same color. But when you turn the faces of a 
large cube, you get different color combinations. Some of these 
combinations are quite good, but if you are tired of them, you can 
change them.

  Then, why in designing, any space, we always stop on one option? 
Why can not we  make space that will have all the desired 
combinations?

  It would be convenient if one could change the space without 
attaching or destroying walls, ceilings,floor , columns and other 
architectural elements. It would be very convenient when you press 
one button, move the partition, add another floor inside the room or 
remove the column.
  Now the tendency of kinetic, changing facades is very actual. Then 
why can not space change?
So the idea arose about a changeable space.

5. Technical room.

plumbing units (toilet)  MLM 
population groups

plumbing units (toilet) 

4. The server (if required) 
is located above the 

 Location of technial and other communications. All 
communications are located in a separately taken for 
this niche. In this niche are located:

1. Three plumbing units (toilet) (female, male and MLM 
population groups).
2. Electrotechnical niche
3. Sewage and water supply communications.
4. The server (if required) is located above the niche.
5. Technical room.

џ Location of  technial and other communications. All communications are located in a separately taken for this niche. (The lifting mechanism is more suitable 
to be located in the wall. And from a constructive, mechanical and technical point of view, this is the most rational solution. In this niche are   (DIAGRAM 5) .

located:
1. Three plumbing units (toilet) (female, male and MLM population groups).
2. Electrotechnical niche
3. Sewage and water supply communications.
4. The server (if required) is located above the niche.
5. Technical room.
џ Lighting can also be mechanized. Chandelier / lamp, can be raised and lowered with the help of special mechanisms, if necessary.
Door- incorporated into each partition. (Including partitions with soft glass)
      To save energy, which is required for the movement of architectural elements, we can use the mechanisms of buildings that will themselves provide electricity 
(sun, wind, water). In the world there are many developments of alternative energy sources. For example:
џ Algae heats the house. The hidden energy of volcanoes. Energy is the heat of a person. The energy released from wastewater, wind energy, solar energy, etc.
    I believe that this idea, which can change the notion of not only the design of space, but also the building as a whole.

 made by     architect   Gneusheva Valentina Vladimirovna

3.Tendency of using modern technologies in the educational process, 
informatization of education .. At the moment there are many technologies that can 
be used in education. (Interactive whiteboards, computers, laptops, tablets, 
smartphones ... etc) ..

DIAGRAM 6

Description:

Stairs
The ladder is made on the analog of a 
folding ladder, only on a larger scale: with 
stable steps and fencing.

 

All  sizes of ceilings (height ,  width, 
t h i c k n e s s )  d e p e n d  d i r e c t l y  o n 
architectural, constructive, planning 
decisions, customer desires and room 
functions
 

Different.But,  It is made of a material 
resistant to mechanical loads.
The choice of material for partitions 
depends directly  on architectural , 
c o n s t r u c t i v e ,  p l a n n i n g  d e c i s i o n s , 
customer desires and room functions.

Dimensions.

Material:

    The premises is a multi-layered mechanized structure (lifting floor, ceiling, fencing screens). The ability to change space as you see fit, increase / 
decrease the area as needed, a variety of spatial combinations- All this makes similar, mutable mobile spaces an ideal option.
џ Walls that are able to change their location, without applying physical effort to their movement. It is enough to press a few buttons on the remote 

control. As well, the walls (partitions) can be located at different heights, in accordance with the height of the platform (0.22 0.44, 1-4 meters - 
scheme 3)) There are also partitions made of soft glass.

џ Platforms that can change their height (in this case, platforms rise to heights of 0.22 0.44, 1-4 meters.   Platforms (able to change the height) are 
located next to the walls for the following reasons:

1. The lifting mechanism is more suitable to be located in the wall. And from a constructive, mechanical and technical point of view, this is the most 
rational solution.  
2. on the central platforms will be located folding ladders, with the help of which, it will be possible to climb up.But,some central platforms can rise to a 
height of 0.22-9.44 m.
џ Columns that are built on the principle of "umbrella." (Folding columns). Lifting platforms are partly supported by columns. Partitions / walls are 

connected using columns. ( (DIAGRAM 1 ,DIAGRAM 2,DIAGRAM 3 )
џ Technical equipment (lamps, televisions, screens, etc.) is moved by means of "windows" in the walls. The object enters the wall and rises to the required 

level inside.
џ Stairs.The ladder is made on the analog of a folding ladder, only on a larger scale: with stable steps and fencing.

DIAGRAM 5

Description:
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